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We use an optical centrifuge to excite coherent rotational wave packets in N2O, CS2 and OCS molecules with
rotational quantum numbers reaching up to J ≈ 465, 690 and 1186, respectively. Time-resolved rotational
spectroscopy at such ultra-high levels of rotational excitation can be used as a sensitive tool to probe the
molecular potential energy surface at internuclear distances far from their equilibrium values. Significant
bond stretching in the centrifuged molecules results in the growing period of the rotational revivals, which
are experimentally detected using coherent Raman scattering. We measure the revival period as a function
of the centrifuge-induced rotational frequency and compare it with the numerical calculations based on the
known Morse-cosine potentials.
Potential energy surfaces (PES) are central to almost
every aspect of molecular dynamics as they govern both
the motion of atoms inside a single molecule1 as well as
collisions and chemical reactions between several molecu-
lar reagents2. Mapping out PES of polyatomic molecules,
possessing many degrees of freedom, is a difficult task
which becomes especially challenging far from the equi-
librium, where multiple vibrational and rotational modes
become strongly coupled. A common approach consists
of expressing the ro-vibrational energy of a molecule as a
function of internal molecular coordinates, calculate the
frequencies of vibrational transitions and adjust the ex-
pansion coefficients so as to match the calculated frequen-
cies with experimental observations. The higher the en-
ergies of the observed ro-vibrational transition, the wider
the region of the potential energy surface which can be
probed and accurately mapped out, the richer the molec-
ular dynamics available for quantitative studies.
A great deal of work has been done on triatomic
molecules, for which precise spectroscopic information
about highly excited vibrational transitions is readily
available. For the molecules studied here – N2O, OCS
and CS2, vibrational energies up to approximately 15 ×
103 cm−1, 13×103 cm−1 and 14×103 cm−1, respectively,
have been reported. In a series of works, Zu´n˜iga et al.3–5
developed optimal generalized internal coordinates to fit
the ro-vibrational spectrum of these molecules by approx-
imating their potential energy surface with a fourth-order
Morse-cosine expansion6:
V (R1, R2, θ) = M2y2 +
∑
ij
Mijyiyj +
∑
ijk
Mijkyiyjyk
+
∑
ijkl
Mijklyiyjykyl, (1)
where R1 and R2 are the lengths of the two molecular
bonds, θ is the angle between them, M are the expansion
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coefficients and
y1 = 1− e−a1(R1−R1,0),
y2 = cos θ − cos θ0, (2)
y3 = 1− e−a3(R2−R2,0),
with the subscript ‘0’ denoting the equilibrium value
for the corresponding coordinate in the ground ro-
vibrational state. Constants a1 and a3 determine the
stiffness of the respective bonds.
In this work, we use high-energy rotational, rather than
vibrational, excitation to study the molecular potentials
at the limit when the molecular bonds are stretched far
beyond their ground-state values. We employ the tech-
nique of an optical centrifuge7,8 to spin the molecules
of interest to ultra-high states of angular momentum J .
The total energy of a rotating molecule can be expressed
as
EJ(R1, R2, θ) = V (R1, R2, θ) +
~2J(J + 1)
2I(R1, R2, θ)
, (3)
where I is the molecular moment of inertia and ~ is the re-
duced Planck’s constant. As the angular momentum in-
creases, the second term in the above expression pushes
up the equilibrium bond lengths R1,J and R2,J , corre-
sponding to the minimum of the total energy, to higher
and higher values, eventually resulting in dissociation.
The effect is illustrated in Figure 1, where we plot the
potential energy surfaces of N2O at different levels of ro-
tational excitation, calculated with Eq.3 and the Morse-
cosine PES coefficients from Ref. 3. While not much dis-
tortion is happening below J ≈ 300, the shape of the PES
changes rapidly at higher values of the molecular angu-
lar momentum, until the potential minimum disappears
at the dissociation limit JD = 465. Notably, before the
molecule dissociates, its total energy increases to about
105 cm−1, almost an order of magnitude above the level
typically accessible through vibrational excitation9.
Rotational dissociation by an optical centrifuge has
been demonstrated experimentally with a diatomic
chlorine8, and theoretically studied for both the diatomic
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FIG. 1. (color online) Calculated potential energy surfaces
of N2O at four values of the molecular angular momentum
J = 0, 350, 400 and 465. The latter represents the largest
value of J , for which the PES still has a minimum. The
lengths of O–N and N–N bonds along the two horizontal axes
are normalized to the corresponding equilibrium distances
R1,0 and R2,0. Black crosses mark the position of the energy
minimum (R1,J , R2,J). Note the increasing energy scale.
(Cl2, Ref. 7,10) and triatomic (HCN, Ref. 11) molecules.
In both cases, it was predicted that the majority of
molecules undergoing forced accelerated rotation will be
ejected from the centrifuge prior to reaching the dissoci-
ation energy due to the Coriolis force. The latter causes
the molecular axis to turn away from the laser field po-
larization and eventually fall behind the rotating trap.
Here, we analyze the molecular dynamics in the vicinity
of this Coriolis wall both numerically and experimen-
tally, in several centrifuged triatomic molecules.
Figure 2(a) shows the calculated stretching of both
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FIG. 2. (color online) (a) Relative stretching of bond #1 (O–
N, S–C, S–C) and bond #2 (N–N, O–C, S–C) of N2O, OCS
and CS2, respectively, plotted in units of the corresponding
equilibrium distances in the ground ro-vibrational state. The
angular momentum is increasing along each curve from J = 0
(lower left corner) to the dissociation limit JD, labeled with
circles. (b) Classical rotational frequency of N2O, OCS and
CS2 as a function of the molecular angular momentum J , nor-
malized by its value at dissociation (JD). In both panels and
insets, crosses mark the location of the Coriolis wall, which
limits the adiabatic excitation by the centrifuge (see text for
details).
molecular bonds in N2O, OCS and CS2 with the rota-
tional quantum number increasing from J = 0 to the
calculated dissociation limit JD = 465, 690 and 1186, re-
spectively. The corresponding dissociation energies are
83 × 103 cm−1, 86 × 103 cm−1 and 132 × 103 cm−1. As
anticipated for a linear molecule, the equilibrium angle
between the bonds remains zero regardless of J . The
main goal of this work is to demonstrate how such bond
stretching under ultrafast centrifuge spinning can be used
for probing high-energy regions of the potential energy
surfaces. Although neither internuclear distances nor an-
gular momenta are measured directly in our experiments,
we accomplish the task by investigating the periodic dy-
namics of the centrifuged molecules as a function of the
rotational frequency, controlled by the centrifuge. Our
analysis is carried out as follows.
3Given the rotational energy spectrum E(J), the clas-
sical rotational frequency at any J can be calculated as
νJ =
dE(J)/dJ
2pi~
=
E(J + 1)− E(J)
2pi~
. (4)
The results of these calculations in the simplest approxi-
mation which neglects the zero-point vibrational energy,
i.e. E(J) ≈ EJ(R1,J , R2,J , 0), are shown in Fig.2(b).
The growth of νJ with the molecular angular momen-
tum is sub-linear, indicating strong centrifugal distortion.
Similarly to the previously discussed7,11 behavior of Cl2
and HCN, the rotational frequencies of N2O and OCS fall
off above the critical values of JC = 460 (green solid) and
JC = 650 (dashed blue), respectively. The corresponding
frequency maxima of νC = 9.4 THz and 6.2 THz, marked
with crosses in Fig.2(b), represent the Coriolis wall on the
way of accelerated molecular rotation. Beyond this wall,
the distance between consecutive rotational levels starts
decreasing and the molecules can no longer adiabatically
follow the centrifuge field.
Interestingly, the rotational frequency of CS2 increases
monotonically (dashed red line), indicating that the
molecule can climb the rotational ladder all the way to
the dissociation frequency νD = 5.5 THz without escap-
ing the centrifuge. This conclusion, supported by our
experimental observations (discussed below), can be in-
terpreted as follows. In asymmetric linear triatomic ro-
tors, the centrifugal force stretches predominantly one
of the two bonds (O–N, S–C and N–C in N2O, OCS
and HCN, respectively), whereas the other one extends
to a much lesser degree and even starts shrinking with
the increasing rotational frequency [see Fig.2(a)]. The
quickly stretching bond is responsible for the strong Cori-
olis force, which makes the molecule lag behind, and
eventually fall off, the centrifuge without dissociating.
The symmetry of CS2, on the other hand, effectively
stiffens the molecule with respect to the centrifugal pull.
The lengths of both S–C bonds increase slower than in
the asymmetric case, which results in the weaker Corio-
lis force and better stability in the centrifuge. The dif-
ference between the symmetric and asymmetric rotors
can be better appreciated by comparing the respective
potential energy surfaces near dissociation. While the
Gaussian curvature (the product of two principal curva-
tures) of the potential well of N2O remains positive with
increasing angular momentum (Fig.1), its sign changes
abruptly when the PES of CS2 develops saddle geometry
at J = 1186 (Fig.3). The subsequent sudden elongation
of one of the S–C bonds, even if accompanied by strong
Coriolis force, leads to an inevitable dissociation of the
molecule. Although the above classical picture does not
account for the quantum tunneling out of the well, the
latter will only expedite the dissociation process rather
than prevent it.
Since the critical frequency values (νC and νD) are
within the reach of our optical centrifuge (≤ 10 THz),
we were able to study the described behavior experi-
mentally. After the molecules are spun up and released
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FIG. 3. (color online) Calculated potential energy surfaces
of CS2 at J = 1000, 1150 and 1250, around the dissociation
point of JD = 1186. The lengths of both S–C bonds along the
two horizontal axes are normalized to the equilibrium distance
R1,0 = R2,0 = 1.55 A˚. Black crosses in the two bottom panels
mark the position of the energy minimum. Note the increasing
energy scale.
from the centrifuge, we monitor their dynamics by means
of coherent Raman scattering12. An excited rotational
wave packet undergoes periodic revivals, separated in
time by13,14
Trev =
2pi~
d2E(J)/dJ2
=
2pi~
E(J − 1)− 2E(J) + E(J + 1) .
(5)
Fractional revivals may also occur (as is the case here),
depending on the particular structure of the wave
packet15. By comparing the experimentally found de-
pendence of the revival time on the rotational frequency,
Trev(νJ), with the one calculated using the theoretical
energy spectrum E(J), the validity of the latter can be
readily assessed.
The experimental setup, shown in Fig. 4, is similar to
that used in our previous work12. A beam of femtosecond
pulses from a regenerative Ti:Sapphire amplifier (800 nm,
1 KHz repetition rate, 30 nm full width at half maximum)
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FIG. 4. (color online) Experimental set up. BS: beam split-
ter, DM: dichroic mirror, CP/CA: circular polarizer/analyzer,
DL: delay line, L: lens. The gas cell is filled with either N2O,
OCS or CS2 under room temperature and pressure of 30 kPa,
10 kPa and 5 kPa, respectively. An optical centrifuge field
is illustrated above the centrifuge shaper with k being the
propagation direction and E the vector of linear polarization
undergoing an accelerated rotation.
is split in two parts. One part is sent to a “centrifuge
shaper”, implemented according to the original recipe of
Karczmarek et al.7, which converts the input laser field
into the field of an optical centrifuge, schematically illus-
trated in the inset. The shaper is followed by a home
built Ti:Sapphire multi-pass amplifier (10 Hz repetition
rate), which boosts the energy of centrifuge pulses up
to 30 mJ/pulse. The pulses are about 100 ps long and
their linear polarization undergoes an accelerated rota-
tion, reaching the angular frequency of 10 THz by the
end of the pulse. The second (probe) beam is frequency
doubled in a nonlinear BaB2O4 (BBO) crystal, time de-
layed by means of a controllable translation stage and
combined with the centrifuge beam on a dichroic mirror.
Both beams are focused into a cell, filled with either N2O,
OCS or CS2 gas, with a f = 1 m lens.
We detect the dynamics of the centrifuged molecules
using time-resolved coherent Raman spectroscopy. The
centrifuge-induced coherence between the rotational
states |J,M = J〉 and |J + 2,M = J + 2〉 (where M
is the projection of J on the propagation direction of
the centrifuge field) results in the Raman frequency shift
of the probe field. From the selection rules ∆M = 2
and the conservation of angular momentum, it follows
that the Raman sideband of a circularly polarized probe
is also circularly polarized, but with an opposite hand-
edness. Due to this change of polarization, the strong
background of the input probe light can be efficiently
suppressed by means of a circular analyzer, orthogonal to
the input circular polarizer (CA and CP, respectively, in
Fig.4). Raman spectra of the probe pulses scattered from
the rotating molecules have been measured as a function
N2O. Data 20141031d. Frequency scale 
corrected according to the O2 spectrum.
OCS. Data 20150810. Frequency scale 
corrected according to the O2 spectrum.
CS2. Data 20141105e. Frequency scale 
corrected according to the O2 spectrum.
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FIG. 5. (color online) Time-resolved rotational Raman spec-
tra of centrifuged (a) N2O, (b) OCS and (c) CS2 molecules
as a function of the time delay between the centrifuge and
probe pulses. Bright tilted lines correspond to the Raman
signal from the coherently rotating molecules. Dim vertical
“shadow” traces originating from the regions of strong Ra-
man signal [e.g. between the frequencies of 1 and 3.5 THz,
or above 6 THz in plot (b)] are spectrometer’s artifacts. See
text for more details.
of the probe delay relative to the centrifuge with a f/4.8
spectrometer equipped with a 2400 grooves/mm grating.
The experimentally measured Raman spectrograms
are shown in Fig.5. The bright tilted line on the left side
of each plot reflects the accelerated rotation of molecules
inside the centrifuge (in all three cases, the angular accel-
eration is exactly the same, whereas the tilt appears dif-
ferent due to the difference in vertical scales). While spin-
ning up, the molecules are “leaking” from the centrifuge,
producing an oscillating Raman signal in the broad range
of rotational frequencies. The observed periodic oscilla-
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FIG. 6. (color online) Revival periods extracted from the experimental data shown in Fig.5 (black diamonds with error bars),
and theoretically calculated (solid lines) using Eq.5 with the total energy EJ found from Morse-cosine potential energy surface,
as explained in text. Dashed vertical lines mark the expected location of the Coriolis wall for N2O and OCS, and the calculated
dissociation frequency of CS2.
tions indicate coherent evolution of the excited rotational
wave packets, with each Raman peak corresponding to
the centrifuge-induced molecular alignment12.
One can see that the oscillation period remains rel-
atively constant at lower rotation frequencies and then
grows quickly as the frequency approaches critical val-
ues, specific to each particular molecule. Beyond this
frequency, the rotational Raman signal disappears alto-
gether, pointing to the fact that a molecule can no longer
follow the centrifuge field, either because Coriolis force
makes it fall behind the rotating trap (N2O and OCS) or
because of the rotation-induced dissociation (CS2). Sup-
porting this conclusion is the observation of the Raman
signal merging into a single line as the revival period
diverges at the Coriolis wall (mostly pronounced in the
OCS spectrogram), which suggests that the rotational
levels of N2O and OCS become equidistant. In contrast
to this behavior, the revival period of CS2 remains finite
even as the molecule falls out of the centrifuge due to
dissociation.
The results of the quantitative analysis of Trev(νJ) are
shown in Fig.6. At lower frequencies, the experimental
revival periods follow closely the dependencies derived
from Eq.5 with E(J) determined as the energy minimum
of the corresponding Morse-cosine potential energy sur-
face combined with the rotational term (Eq.3). In this
regime of negligible centrifugal distortion, the revival pe-
riod is simply Trev = 1/(4Bc) for asymmetric N2O and
OCS molecules, and Trev = 1/(8Bc) for symmetric CS2,
where B is the corresponding rotational constant and c is
the speed of light in vacuum. The difference stems from
the opposite contribution of the rotational wave packets
with all-odd and all-even J values, separately created by
the centrifuge in an asymmetric molecule, to the Raman
signal at Trev = 1/(8Bc). On the contrary, the inversion
symmetry and the nuclear spin statistics of CS2 results
in the absence of odd J ’s in its rotational spectrum, and
hence the appearance of fractional revivals with twice
shorter period.
As the rotational frequency increases towards the up-
per frequency limits (dashed vertical lines), the experi-
mentally measured revival periods begin to deviate from
the calculated values. We attribute the disagreement to
the zero-point stretching and bending, which have been
neglected in our calculations. At extremely high levels of
rotational excitation, the PES of a super-rotor becomes
quite distorted and zero-point vibrations have to be taken
into account for the correct calculation of the equilibrium
bond lengths. Work is underway to verify whether this is
the case, or whether Morse-cosine expansion of higher or-
der is required in order to explain the observed molecular
dynamics.
In summary, we presented a method of probing molec-
ular potential energy surfaces with an optical centrifuge.
Our approach is complementary to that based on vibra-
tional spectroscopy, and offers much higher excitation en-
ergies. The method has been demonstrated with three
linear molecules, N2O, OCS and CS2. Ultra-fast rota-
tion, induced by the centrifuge, caused the molecular
bonds to stretch by as much as 32%. In the case of CS2,
our results suggest that the molecule dissociates after
climbing to the extreme rotational level with a calculated
angular momentum JD = 1186. On the other hand, we
confirmed experimentally that breaking molecular bonds
with the centrifuge may not always be efficient. Inciden-
tally, both N2O and OCS cannot follow the accelerated
rotation of the centrifuge field beyond the respective crit-
ical values JC = 460 and JC = 650, which fall short of
the dissociation limits for each molecule. Similar analy-
sis proved successful in describing the dynamics of cen-
trifuged nonlinear sulfur dioxide16, and can be applied
to any molecule amenable to centrifuge spinning, with
an ultimate goal of selective bond breaking11.
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